
I got As to your 
FAQs

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A TUTOR AND A

COACH? 

A tutor is hired when a student struggles in a specific

class. The tutor focuses on that specific content and

reviews classroom assignments. 

A coach helps students with skills that will carry over to

ALL of their subjects such as organization, time

management, study skills, advocacy and more. 

 

HOW DOES YOUR SCHOOL COUNSELING DEGREE

HELP STUDENTS? 

I am very proud of my master’s degree in school

counseling. It trained me to develop effective relationships

with students, help students achieve their social,

academic, career and college goals, form group

workshops, collect data that shows the efficiency of

programs and held me to a high level of ethics.  

However, I am not working in a school setting, and my

current title is Academic Life Coach or ADHD Life Coach.  I

will refer you to a list of professionals including, but not

limited to, psychologists and therapists should your child

express needs that expand outside of the coaching

relationship. 

 

MY CHILD HAS NO DESIRE TO MEET WITH YOU. WILL

YOU STILL WORK WITH OUR FAMILY? 

No. If your child does not have an interest in coaching, it

would not be beneficial to anyone to move forward with

coaching. I encourage hesitant students to participate in

the free session though. Many apprehensive students have

become clients! 

 

DO YOU WORK WITH STUDENTS ACROSS THE

COUNTRY? 

Yes! Thanks to the power of technology, I am able to meet

with students via Zoom. This allows us to share resources,

papers, and more while in session. 
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WHAT IF MY CHILD'S GRADES DO NOT IMPROVE? 

One of my favorite cliches is, it 's a marathon not a sprint.

Yes, coaching can help grades increase. However, this is

not an overnight process.  Instead look at other areas of

improvement. Is your child gaining skills in planning and

prioritizing? Are you seeing a difference in their study

routine? What positive changes are you noticing? All of

these actions help your child become a stronger student. If

grades are the measurement of success you believe in, we

should discuss it in our initial call. 

 

WHAT HAPPENS DURING A SESSION? 

Topics in the session are dictated by the student. They are

the expert of their own lives and know what areas of their

lives are out of balance. 

Some examples of topics that come up are strategic

planning for an upcoming test or assignment, handling

missing assignments, or problem-solving things that are

stressing them out at school. 

 

WILL I KNOW EVERYTHING THAT HAPPENS IN MY

CHILD'S SESSIONS? 

I maintain the confidentiality of the student at all times.

The only exception is if the client is a risk to themselves or

others, or if I believe the student is being harmed. This

confidentiality policy gives the student a safe space to vent

their concerns and frustrations.  

 

YOU HAVE A CERTIFICATION IN ADHD COACHING BUT

MY CHILD DOES NOT HAVE ADHD, CAN WE STILL

WORK TOGETHER? 

Of course! Research is showing that the executive

functions (the part of the brain that controls planning,

prioritizing, organization etc.) do not fully develop until 19-

24, so the training I have helps the majority of my clients!

That's why I consider my ADHD training for teens and

college students a bonus and not a qualifier! 



Services 
Jump Start Package 
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(1)  50 strategy session
(6) 50-minute sessions
(2) 15 minute pop in sessions
(2) Essay revisions
 Habit and grade graph
Unlimited text/email with student
Weekly notes  
Grade monitoring
30 minute follow up for parent
Bonus- Access to the Anti-Boring
Approach to Studying Course 

Semester Slam Dunk Package 
(1) 50 Minute strategy session
(16-18) 50-minute sessions
Unlimited essay revisions
Pop in sessions as needed (not to
exceed once per week)
Unlimited text/email with student
Weekly notes
Grade monitoring
Guaranteed time slot each week
Parent check-in as needed (by
appointment)
Introduction email to teachers
30-minute call with parents to
discuss schedule for next year. 
Bonus- Access to the Anti-Boring
Approach to Studying Course
Bonus- 30-minute call to discuss
student's schedule for next year 

Add a little bit of body text



Services 

Slam Dunk Plus Package 
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All of Slam Dunk Package
Weekly email with teachers (as needed)
Parent  phone call prior to conference
Virtual attendance at 504 meeting or
parent/teacher conference  
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